
A LIST OF PHENOMENA OF 
JUPITER'S MOONS
FEBRUARY TO MAY 2015

You will need a telescope to see most of 
these events but a good pair of binoculars 
will show Jupiter's Moons most evenings. In 
compiling the list I have included only the 
most interesting items  especially when they 
involve one moon passing in front of another 
moon owing to the angle at which Jupiter is 
placed in its orbit this year with our orbit 
around the Sun. These occasions are 
indicated by a *. Please feel free to report 
your observations to Ian Sibley for inclusion 
in MERCURY later this year. I have drawn a 
line at the end of May after which Jupiter is 
not well placed – but certainly still visible – 
for observations.

FEBRUARY

Feb 2*

Watch Io being occulted by Jupiter at 22.10. 
Io will disappear to the West (right hand 
side !) just before it goes behind Jupiter as 
the shadow of Jupiter out in space will still be 
that side of the planet as there will be still 
four days before opposition. Afterwards the 
Moons will be visible right up to the point of 
occultation and reappear to the East before 
disappearing again into Jupiter's shadow. 
The further away the moon is the more time 
elapses before that second disappearance.

Feb 3*

Start observing early this evening as at 19.30 
you can watch Io on its return journey pass in 
front of Jupiter preceded by its shadow. High 
powers needed for this.  It takes until 21.45 
to reappear to the West by which  time 
Europa is also heading towards Jupiter from 
the East crossing onto the disc 45 minutes 
later (22.30) again preceded by its shadow. 
Europa takes three hours before it reappears 
again....

Feb 5

Late this evening at 23.20 Ganymede will 

disappear behind Jupiter. 

Feb 6/7

A real challenge for those with scopes able to 
get down to Mag 12 toniight ! At around 
midnight you can spot Mag 12 Star 
TYC1402-9-1 being passed by Jupiter at its 
South Pole. It will give you an idea of how 
fast Jupiter is travelling around the Sun... 8 
miles a second....

Feb 7*

Big scopes again though binos will give an 
interesting view around this time. Io eclipses 
Europa at 21.57. Two into one does go !!

Feb 8

If you didn't succeed on Feb 6/7 then try 
again tonight as another Mag 12 star is 
passed by Jupiter at around 23.30

Feb 9*

Callisto tonight. It passes in front of Jupiter at 
20.30 taking four and a half hours to do so. 

Meanwhile watch  Io pass behind Ganymede 
between 20.55 and 21.01

Feb 10

Io passes in front of Jupiter at 21.20 
emerging at 23.30 whilst at 00.48 (11th) 
Europa starts to cross the disc.

Feb 11

Io will emerge from Jupiter's shadow to the 
East between 20.53 and 20.56.

Feb 12*

Early viewers will see Europa disappear 
behind Jupiter at around 19.00. Go in and 
have a cup of tea and something to eat and 
then come back later by 21.20 to see Io pass 
in front of Ganymede over a period of seven 
minutes. How soon can you split them ?



Feb 13*

Europa and Ganymede make up to each 
other between 21.55 and 22.05

Feb 14/15*

At midnight you rush outside leaving your 
Valentine in the lurch saying 'I must watch 
Europa occult Io dear. It will only take 10 
minutes (23.59 to 00.06.....)

Feb 16*

Tonight Ganymede passes in front of Io out 
to the West between 23.20 and 23.25.

Feb 18

Io passes behind Jupiter at 20.13 to emerge 
again at 22.51 to the left of the disc emerging 
from Jupiter's shadow.

Feb 19

Early viewers can catch Io coming from 
Jupiter's disc to the West at 19.40  and then 
at 20.23 partially eclipsing incoming Europa.

Feb 25

Watch Io go behind Jupiter at around 21.58

MARCH

Mar 2

Watch Ganymede approach Jupiter from the 
East to start a crossing of the disc at 22.48.

Mar 4

This evening all the Moons are arranged in 
their correct order to the West of Jupiter.. Io, 
Europa, Ganymede and Callisto.

Mar 5

Tonight Io crosses onto Jupiter at 20.53.

Mar 6

Fun tonight ! Your scope will show just two 
Moons around Jupiter up to 21.00. Then at 
21.09 Io will appear to the East out of 
Jupiter's shadow. Then at 21.28 Callisto will 
appear at roughly the same point but at 
22.52 it will disappear into Jupiter's shadow.. 

Mar 7

Tonight watch Europa cross onto Jupiter's 
disc at 20.45

Mar 9*

Tonight it is Europa and Ganymede providing 
the interest to the East of Jupiter. Watch 
them come together between 21.30 and 
21.35. Ganymede going West, and Europa 
going East.

Mar 11*

If you are able to observe Jupiter early 
evening then start at around 19.00 and you 
can pick up Europa out to the West eclipsing 
Io between 19.18 and 19.22.

Mar 12

Not much tonight but Io crosses onto jupiter 
at 22.45.

Mar 13

Only two Moons visible tonight.. Callisto and 
Europa. The other two are behind Jupiter. 
They reappear to the East at around 23.04.

Two weeks off !

Mar 28

Tonight the Moons are all in their correct 
order to the East of Jupiter.

APRIL

Apr 3  /  4*

Observe Jupiter at about midnight and you 



will see Io and Ganymede merge together..   

Apr  13*

Io and Europa sidle up to each other at 23.44

Apr  17/18*

At 00.24 to 00.51  Callisto occults Io to the 
West of Jupiter.

Later the next  evening (18) watch Io and 
Ganymede to the East of Jupiter come 
together between 21.51 and 21.58.

Apr 21*

If you have a really large scope to enable 
you to get down to Mag 15 (!) then this 
evening is for you.. At 22.40 watch as 
THREE Moons converge in line of sight. In 
front is Ganymede , the there is Io and 
behind those two is Mag 15 Amalthea. Good 
luck ! Eight minutes of unique viewing....

Apr 24/25*

Io and Ganymede come together at 00.40 
and 00.48

MAY

May 5*

Tonight watch between 22.50 and 22.57 as 
Ganymede and Europa come together.

May 20/21

Midnight.. Look at Jupiter's disc and you 
MAY see two Moons thereon.. Io and 
Callisto...

… and that's a far as I am going with this.

Nevertheless continue to observe Jupiter 
when you can as he is always worth 
watching...

TONY IRELAND


